IICAC AGENDA
10/13/2015
1737 W. Polk St., Chicago - room 307C AOB

- Update on Open Access Initiative (OAI) - 20 min
  - Financial (UBI) data (attached)
  - Discussion on moving animals between universities
  - Recommendation on whether to continue OAI

- Update on other inter-institutional initiatives - 20 min
  - NIH-ABRF Workshop Report: encouraging cooperation (attached)
  - Chicagoland CTSA partnership update -
    http://nucats.northwestern.edu/resources-services/chicagoland-cts-shared-resources
  - NSF NNCl grant: NU-UC microfab partnership -
  - NUcore developments -
    http://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/research/cores/Nucore/

- Discussion of potential expansion of the OAI - 20 min
  - UIUC proposal for pilot project
  - Chicago State Univ. proposal